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Abstract 
The paper provides an overview on the global phellonlenon of clinlate change and tile portentous 
impacts of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission. Tlle international efforts vis-a-vis the UNFCCC and 
the Kyoto protocol aimed at curbing the effects of climate change were discussed. The role of the 
forest as a potential climate change nlitigation tool \Tias also analyzed ~vliile policies for 
n~itigation were appraised. Forests and vegetation cover are seen as an inlportant source oi'carbon 
as well as a carbon store. Thus, they can play a kcy role in generating carbon offsets- the most 
important GHG being contributed by huillan acti\rities. The conservation of forests offers 
important oppol-tunities to mitigate clilnate change and protect biodiversity. Thereibre. the 
impacts of climate change on human andnatural ecosystems can be reduced tluough the adoption 
of forest-based conservation strategies. The paper concludes by drawing lessons applicable to 
tropical African countries. 

Key~vorils: Clinlate change  litigation, green house gases, LJNFCCC, Kyoto protocol. carbon 
Sequestration, forest management and conservation 

Jlntroduction 
The global phenomenon of climate change is one of the nlost significant challenges facing 
hunlanity in the twenty first century. At present. the earth appears to be facing a rapid warming, 
which most scientists believe results, at least in part fi-om human activities (Iiart, 2006: 
Ehrenfield, 2005; Rosenbau~n et al., 2004). Although, the r~lechanism of global cliinate give seine 

indications of the complexity of the overall system of the earth, llunlan activities have continued 
to cause distruption to tlle dynamics of the earth's natural cycles. The burning of fossil fuels and 
deforestation add Carbon (iv) oxide (CO,) andother gree~lhouse gases (GHGs) to the atn~osphere. 
Many huiilan syste~ns are already being affected, particularly, agriculture. water resources, 
industly and human health (Mc Carthy et al., 200 1). 

Over the years. sustainable managenlent of tropical forest resources has been of prinlary concern 
due to its potential lillplication on biological diversity and inlportance in lnaintaining global 
ecological functions. Essentially. forest ecosysteills are an important consideration in the 
developnlent of cltmate change mitigation strategies because they can bot11 be sources and sinks 
of GHGs (DiNicola e /  ~ r l . ,  1997). Meanwhile, the world's forests are esti~liated to be a net carbon 
source, primarily because of deforestation and forest degradation in the tropics. Although. in the 
past. developed countries have taken advantage of tropical genetic resources to improve their 
construction, agriculturai and pharmaceutical industries, at little or no cost. Nevertheless, 
temperate and boreal forests are a carbon slnk because nlany are recovering from past natural and 
human disturbances and are actively managed. 
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Besides, industrialized countries are already dedicating significant resources to protect I themselves against the impact of climate change. Unfortunately, the poorest countries, which 1ia1.e , 
contributed least to GHGs emissions, are usually the most vulnerable to climate change. Most i 
rural people who are among the poorest in the world, are not only located in high-risk areas, but , 
their lack of economic and social resorrrces mean they are ill equipped to adjust to the long-term j 
changes In climate. Indeed, ecologically sensitive zones in Africa are among the world's iriost 
vulnerable areas. The population of Africa is relatively vulnerable to damages wrought by climate 
cliange due to its high dependence on natural systems for daily survival. Hence, African countries 
should participate actively in identiijkg potential for greenhouse gas abatement. The rislis of 
climate change for least developed countries are hard to predict, and conun~mities, governments I and other institutions in these countries must prepare in order to reduce and minimize the adverse ; 
effects. 

To control GHG-induced climate change, it is important to curb GHG sources and enhance carbon 
sinks on a global scale. Forests and vegetation cover are an important source of carbon as well as a j 
carbon store. This means they can play a key role in generating carbon offsets- the most important 
GHG being contributed by human activities. The conservation of forests offers important 
opportunities to mitigate climate change and protect biodiversity. Therefore, the impacts of i 
climate change on human and natural ecosystems can be reduced through the adoption of forest- ' 

based conservation strategies. Since the world is now a global community, the industrialized 
nations have a role to play in helping developing countries cope with the vagaries of climate 
change through the adoption of forest-based options. 

I 

Climate Change: An Overview i 

Climate change refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a 
result of human activity (Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change, 2001). The definition 
given by the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) refers to it as a change of 1 
climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity which alters the conlposition of the 
global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over I 

comparable time periods (UNFCCC, 2006). The tern- climate change is often time simplistically 1 
/ equated with "global warming", and the two have been used synonymously in the literatures. , 

Whereas, climate change is a long-term alteration in global weather patterns, while global 
warming which is due to increases in temperature and storm activities, is regarded as potential 

i consequence of the rise in greenhouse effect. j 

I 
I 

Green house gases (GHGs) occur naturally in the environment and also result fiom human i 
activities. It comprises of water vapour, carbon (iv) oxide gas (CoZ), methane, nitrous oxide, ozone 1 
and Hydro Fluro Carbons (HFCs). A newly identified member of the GHGs is Trifluoromethyl 1 

sulfur pentafluoride (Hart, 2006). The GHGs play a key role in the earth's climate. For instance, I 

energy from the sun that passes through the atmosphere warms the surface of the earth. Some of 
that energy radiates back towards space from the surface as infrared light. GHGs absorb or 
reradiate the infrared light, preventing the energy from traveling out into space, thereby trapping 
heat-a phenomenon referred to as "green house" effect. Without GHGs, the planet would be too 
cold to sustain its current life. Ice would cover the earth from pole to pole. In fact, the planet would 
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lsc  older by about 33" as against its current average surface temperature of 15°C (Hart. opcit.). 
I Io\\ever, increases in GHG levels result in the planet growing warmer and thus giving rise to the 
global ~valming phenomenon. The chief cause of global wal~ning nay climate change is thouglit to 
hc the burning of fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, and natural gas, which releases into the atmosphere i 

the various components of the greenhouse gases (GHGs) most especially CO, In addition, 
deforestation. industrial and farming activities and various degrees of land use changes also 
contribute significantly to the release of green house gases into the atmosphere. Thus, while the 
current concentration of CO, in the atmosphere, 370 parts per million (ppm), is about 35 percent 
higher than it was in pre-industrial times (280 ppm), industries worldwide now add about 6.3 
gigatonnes of carbon as C 0 2  to the atmosphere each year (Rosenbaunl et a2, 2004). Consequently. 
the average global temperature has increased by about 0.6"C and a rise 111 the global mean sea level 
of between 10 to 20 cm. (IPCC, 2001). 

Effects of Climate Change 
The inlpacts of climate change cut across all regions of the world. From the polar region to the 
forest land through series of marine and coastal ecosystems, the impacts are pervasive and quite 
alarming. Various scientific reports have highlighted the negative impacts of the steady change in 
the global climate (UNFCCC, 2006; IPCC, 2001). The Arctic is already warnling twice as fast as 
the global average. Deserts are projected to become hotter and drier. Forests could become more 
vulnerable to iilvasive species as a result of increasing threat by pests and fires. Potential impacts 
of climate change on marine and coastal ecosystelns have been identified to include increased 
coastal erosion, niore extensive coastal flooding, higher stor111 surge, landward intrusion of 
seawater in estuaries and aquifers, higher sea-surface temperatures, and reduced sea-ice cover. 

All these changes pose debilitating effects on both biodiversity and human systems. For instance, 
tlie recently extinct golden toad and Monteverde harlequin frog have already been labeled as the 
first victims of climate change. Moreover, current climate change has already made "refugees" of 
two c01111nunities. The Lateu settlement, located in the Pacific island chain of Vanuatu, and the 
Shishmaref village, located on a small island in Alaska, were recently relocated the former to 
escape rising sea levels, the latter degrading permafrost as a result of climate changs impacts 
(Secretariat of the Convention onBiologica1 Diversity, 2007). , 

Many human systems are susceptible to climate changes, particularly, forestry, agricul ure. water 
resources, industry and human health. The impacts of climate change are expected to 11; ie ~ary ing  
consequences for the availability of freshwater around the world. By 2025, it is prc ected that 
around 480 million of people in Africa will face either water scarcity or stress with a ubsequent 
potential increase of water conflicts. The health effects are overwhelmingly negati~ :. Cholera. 
associated with both floods and droughts, may increase with climate change, whi' : incrcaset1 
flooding could facilitate the breeding of malaria carriers. 

in the agricultural sector, climate change will lead to reduction in soil fertility; changes ~n tlic 
a \  allability of teed and fodder; decreased livestock productivity; increased incid-nce ( 1 :  pc. 
uttL1cl\s and the mailifestz.hion of vector and vector born diseases. Similarly, heat stres:; and drc~ugtai 
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are likely to have a negative impact on animal health, production of dairy products, meat and 
reproduction (SCBD. 2007). This in turn could impact on food security leading to protein 
deficiency and malnutrition (Mc Carthy et u l ,  2001). The food security tllreat posed by climate 
change is part~cularly great for Africa. where agricultural yields and per capita food production 
have been steadily declining. and where population growth will double the demand for lood, \hater 
and forage in the nest few jears. In fact, tke current lingering global food crisis lends credence to 
the abobe position. 

International Efforts Aimed at Controlling Climate Change 
The international conununity response to the global pheno~nenon of cliiiiate change comes under 
the United Nations Framework Convention on Cli~nate Change (UNFCCC). The convention was 
signed at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (the popular Rio sulxmit) in 1992. 
Essentially, the aim of the agreement is to stabilize atmospheric conceiitrations of greenhouse 
gases at levels that will prevent huinan activities from interfering dangerously with the global , 

climate system. Ho.vvever, while the convention sets goals and objectives and outlines basic 
inecllanisnls for the climate change regime, it lacks many specitics, in particular quantified GHG 
reduction obligations. In response to the defects of the convention, the Kyiito Protocol, an 
international treaty that sets concrete targets for developed countries to reduce the greenhouse gas 
emissions that contribute to global warming was adopted in 1997. The Kyoto Protocol is a 
supplementary treaty to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(LJNFCCC) and went into force in February 2005. More than 130 countries are party to it. 
However, the United States, which is the largest emitter of GI-1Gs (36% of 1990 emissions), has 
ref~~sed to ratifq. the treaty. I 

I 

Under the Kyoto Protocol. nonetheless. developed or industrialized countries are subject to legally 
binding commitments to curb their einissions of the six main greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, 
methane. nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. The 
targets are based mostly on the emission levels of these pollutants in 1990. In general, the treaty 
calls for industrialized nations to reduce their greenllouse gas emissions by 5 percent below 1990 
levels. The target goals must be aecomp1ished by 3012, and commitments to start achieving the 
targets begin in 2008. Developing countriesthat is, most countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin 
Aixericaare only subject to general commitments, 

I 

The Kyoto Protocol is a flexible treaty, allowing individual governments to decide what specific 
policies and reforms to implement to nleet their commitments. It also allows countries to offset 
some of their en~issions by increasing the carbon dioxide absorbed, or sequestered by trees and 
other vegetation. However, eligible sequestration activities, and the amount of offsetting allowed, 

i 
are tightly controlled. 

i 

1 
The Kyoto Protocol and the Adopted Mechanisms to Reduce GHG Enlissions 

I 
I 

The Kyoto Protocol provides several mechanisnls that could be used to reduce GHG emissions to 
I 

meet the reduction targets. In this section, these mecllanisms are brief-ly described followiny , 
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UNDP's Sustainable Energy and Enrrironmellt Division (SEED-Ul'u'DP, 2000) with a view to 
clarifying differences between the mechanisms. 

The Clean Development hqechanisna (CDM) (Article 12) 
I t  is the ultimate product of a proposal made bj- BI-azil. That proposal suggested eleinellts for 
inclusioll In a Protocol or other legal instrument that \vould strengthen the e~nission reduction 
commitments of Amnes I Parties to the Cons-ention, as contained in Article 4.3 (a) and (b) of the 
Convention. The Clean Developnlent Mechanism (CDM) as defined by the Kyoto Protocol, holds 
the potential to assist non-Annex I Parties in a c l ~ i e ~ i n g  sustainable development, lrhile 
contributing to the ultimate ob.iective of the LWFCCC-stabilizing greenhouse gas levels iil the 
atnzosphere at a le~rel that \vould prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the cliinate 
system. Its potential future operation is based 011 an incentive structure directly linked to the A~ulex 
I Parties' fulfillment of their quantified co~nmitrnents under the Protocol. Developing coui~tries do 
not have such commitments. but may, tlu-ougl~ the CDM. participate actively in the international 
effort aimed at coinbating global climate change. 

The CDM is an i~nportant potential instrument for prollloting i~lternational cooperation (e.g. 
tluough foreign investment in the energy sector) and siinultaneously addressing the issue of 
sustainable huluan development. The objectil-es of the GDM, as specified by article 12 of the 
Kyoto Protocol. are: 

assisting Parties not included in Annex I in achieving sustainable development and in 
colltributing to the ultimate objective of the Co~lvention; and 

assisting Annex I Parties ill achieving compliance with their quantified eillission limitation 
and reduction commitments under Article 3. 

Benefits to developing co~~ntr ies  will come tluough iilr estnlent in cleaner development paths. The 
bcnetits to industrialized countries will stem from cniltributing to reducing emissions at a lower 
cost than would be the case through domestic action only. In order for the CDM to fornl a basis for 
Certified Emissioil Reductioi~s Units (CEKUs), ways of incorporating CDM project activities into 
developing countries' priorities for developinent inust be taken as the point of departure. 

Ideally, the CDM will induce additional capital flows to developing countries, accelerate 
technology transfer, and enable developing countries to leapfrog to cleaner technologies. while 
Ilelping developed countries achieve their emission reduction conl~ilitments at lower costs. Tlle 
size of the CDM inarket will be iilfluenced by a isumber of dynamic 1 ariables. These include: the 
total size of the global market for carbon credits. the rate of gro\\-th in A~lnex 1 emissions. the 
anlount and cost of donlestic reductions, and the attractiveness of CDM CERLJs vis-5-vis joint 
implei~zentatioil and emissions trading. A strong financial incentive for iirnls to participate in the 
CDM could develop, because, compared to domestic action. the costs of Annex I coinpliance 
tlu-ough CDM credits could, in general, be ~ n u c h  lower. 
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Joint Implementation (Article 6) 
Joint Implementation (JI) allows countries in Annex I to implement measures jointly to reduce 
their GHG emissions. As it concerns Annex I countries, it is an especially important mechanism 
for econonlies in transition. In order for a JI project to receive "en~ission reduction units", the 
activities must incorporate the sustainable development priorities of econon~ies in transition 
acting as host countries. For this reason, JI is a mechanism for facilitating the processes oi'socio- 
economic transition and sustainable deve!opment while implicitly benefiting the global 
environment. Accordingly, reductions in the growth of greenhouse gas emissions need to be 
accomplished through activities carried out to meet immediate objectives related to such issues as 
poverty alleviatiorz. energy and resource utilization and infrastructural planning and development. 

Emissions Trading (Article 17) 
Emissions trading is a market-based instrument which uses "assigned amounts7' to allow for 
trading between countries that have accepted emission reduction coii~mitments under the Kyoto 
Protocol, as listed in its Annex I. Unlike the CDM and JI, emissions trading is not project-related. 
However, si~nilar to CDM and JI, emissions trading enables achievement of commitments at least 
cost, by taking advantage of marginal cost dil'ferentials in en~issions abatement anlong countries. 
Since greenhouse gases are uniformly mixing global pollutants, both the danlages fro111 ernissions 
and the benefits from emission reduction are independent of their origins. In order to minimize the 
costs of global emission reductions, ahatenlent should take place where the costs are lowest. 
Emissions trading could allow this to happen in an ei'ficient and cost-effective manner. Modalities 
for emissions trading reinain to be established. 

Climate Change and the Forest Sector 
The association bet\\een climate and forestry has been widely discussed in the literature 
(Nwoboshi. 1983; Ainusa, 3003). For instance, many of the approaches to forestry, including 
provenance selection and silvicultural management are based on the long-standing knowledge of 
the relationships between climate and forest productivity. Consequently, there is great concern 
oter the iinplications of a changing climate to the forestry industry, particularly since the species 
and provenances planted at present and in the recent past reflect the current climate. The forest 
sector (i.e., forest~y and forest industry, including the use of forest land) plays an important role In 
the global climate change debate partly because the sector influences the global L L  hon cycle, and 
partly because the sector is influenced by possible global climate change ca~~secl by increased 
concentrations of greenllouse gases, among which CO, is the most important. It is now widely 
recognized that climate change is likely to have strong influences on the structure and function of 
forests (Watson et al.. 3001, IPCC, 3007). These inipacts call be categorized into three general 
arras vlz: forest productivity changes, ecosystein disturbances, and changes in forest species 
distribution. Productivit) changes are adjust~nents in the productivity of forests which alter the 
grouth rates of forest spectes (in either a positive or negative way), while changes in disturbance 
influence the standing stock of timber and non-timber species through pest infkstations, forest 
ijres, ~%~nd-t l~row, and ice damage Changes in species distribution result from shifts in clilmate. 
xvllich ultimately alter the optimal geographic location of different species 
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Meanwhile, climate change offers a potential for additional carbon in the atmosphere to enhance 
the growth of trees and other forest products (carbon fertilization effect). Boisvenue and Running 
(2006) reviewed historical trends in net primay producti\'ity in forests and found that over the last 
50 years most studies have reported increasing growth trends in forests uil~ere water is not a 
linliting factor. However, some studies have suggested that inter-annual variation in temperature 
and precipitation could have positive or negative effects on annual gro\vth. depending 011 the 
direction of change (Tian et al.. 1998; Schimel et al. 2000). Thus. carbon fertilization effects may 
be limited both by changes in annual weather or by other limiting nutrients (Melillo et al.. 1993). 
Besides, carbon fertilization effect could reach a saturation point for some particular species and 
ecosystems (Gitay et al., 2001). Apart from this, some authors have suggested that clinlate change 
could lead to dieback in existing or future forests due to water stress, insect infestations. or fires 
(Solomon and Kirilenko, 1997; Bachelet et al., 2003; Bachelet et al, 2004; Scholze et al., 2006). 

Nevertheless, current evidence suggests that clilnate change nlay already be causing more intense 
fires in some regions of t l~e  world (Westerling et al., 2006), and forests are particularly vulilerable 
to climate change because many forest-dwelling large animals, half of the large primates. and 
nearly 9% of all known tree species are already at some risk of extinction. Besides, climate change 
snay force species to migrate or shift their ranges far faster than they are able to. Soine species may 
die off as a result. Sohngen et a1 2007 have captured succinctly, the ecological and economic 
implications of climate change on the forest sector (Table I ) .  
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Table 1: Ecolo,oicni rrilcl Eco~ronlic I~~~l i ca t ior z s  qf Climate Change on the Forest 

'I, err;pi-rate 

World 

Market 
E ifec t 

-1Tirnbi.r Supply, 
jrlrilnbcr Prices 

?I'iinl>er supply to it,orlil 
markct 

productiviry and the 
possibility of salvage 

LWo~ld Timber Prices 
-$fJrt,duccr \\,elfate 

K'onsurner welfare 

-- 

8~Icci1um-l ern1 (2025 - 
3065) 
*$F'ro'lll~tL\ 1ty 

f tR15h of tirelrlatu~al 
dlsiurbmce 

TIi\pailsion of species 
norlhrc drcl 

fSotithctn rangc 
drsplaccd by morc 
sotithel 1 y foi-cst types. 
* ?Sal\age; YI'lmber 

* f ?Risk of' iircinatural 
disturbance 
* ??Ilxpansron of 
spcc~cs no]? t~rval-d 
* t tSouthcrn range 
displaced by more 
southerly forest types. 

?Salvage; Wlmber - 

Supply I Supply 
*II'mduutivliv 1 *TL'rocii~cti~~ty. 

?Salvage; Yl'imher 
Supply - 

*lPriidocfii.ity. 
TICish of iire/natural 

disturhancc 
TKisks to plantafions and 

ilariirai fwests 
,?Salvage; ?Timhcs 

* ?Movement o f  species 
not-thward. 
* ?Salvage; f Yimbcr 
Sllpply 

*JProductiviiy. 
t ?Risk of  lirelnatural 

distt~rbrtnce 
* ?Risks to  plantations 
and natural forests 

?Salvage; TTiinbcr 
Supply - fS~ipply from rising 
proiliictivity d ~ l e  to and 
thc pi>ssibiiitp of 
salvage. 
* 4Worltl Tirnhcr Prices 
*SProducer welfare 

n'onsumer welfare 

productii ~ t y  and the 
possibil~iy of salvage 

* 4World Timber Prices 
*rProducer welfare 

?Consumes welfare 

(?= increases in indicator; ?= decreases in indicator; ?= both increases and decreas :> in indicator 
likely; ? ?  stronger effects likely) 

Forest as a Climate Change Mitigation Tool 
The challenge of clinlate chaiige nlitigation and adaptation is managing the probable impacts 
while taking steps to prevent detrimental effects in the future There are two major approaches to 
achieving this. The first is to keep carbon dioxide out of the atn~osphere by storing the gas or its 
carbon coinponent solnewhere else, a strategy called carbon sequestration. The second major 
approach is to reduce the productioil of greenhouse gases. The forests constitute a signi-ficant 
factor in carbon sequestration and also serve as a carbon sink tluough tlie living trees that store 
carbon iv oxide gas from the atmosphere using it in their process of photosynthesis. 

I 
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Thee  classes of forest-related activity can affect GHG concentrations. Tlle first is the 
establishnent, enhancement or protection of Sorest ecosystenls. Afforestation and reforestation of 
non-forested lands can increase, and prevention of deforestation can maintain, the anlount of 
carbon held in forests. These are widely acltnowledged as pote~itial iilealls of offsetting or 
reducing a part of anthi-opogenic GFIG emissions. Their relatively low cost, conlpared with non- 
forest offset options, may lalake theila econorllically attractive (Dayal, 2000). Besides, improved 
forest management can elllaallce existing forests to increase the carbon storage on site. For 
exanij3le. selective cutting sclaemes, lengthened rotations, reduced-impact logging, and species 
cl~oice may achieve ahigller average level of sequestered carbon. 

The seco~zd act11 ~ t y  relating to GHG co~lcenCrations within the forestry sector is the enhanced use 
of forest produ~ls. TJsung wood in bulldings and other long-lived objects can effective11 
sequestered carbol; :;.r the life of the object. Substituting essentiaIly carbon-neutral wood fbr 
energy-intensi v s  ~ l r n ? ~ i  ids  such as brick, alurninjum or stcel may significantly reduce the use of 
fossil fuels, which o f c L ~ ~ u s e  release casbon iv oxide gas when burned. 

Tbe third activity is tlie sustainable pr0ductic)il of \vood f ~ ~ e l  from forests, which can serve as 
alternative to fossil fuels. Although burning of biomass Ctiels releases carbon (iv) oxide gas, the re- 
gro~vth s f  a sustairlably managed forest offsets that release. Thus. forest fuels can supply energy 
x i~-tually without net contribution to GHG levels. 

Home\ er. for the fore:;t sector to fullill the a b o ~  e-melltioned potentials, two i~~lportant instruinents 
,ile required. These are: legal framem-ork and ecollolnic todls. The fill1 range of forest leg is la ti or^ in 
response to cllnlate chrnlge is e:,trclnely i~nporiairr. For instance, the state of New South Wales in 
Austra!ra has cha~~ged  it:; property la\vs to recognize kz separate legal interest in tlie carbon 
sequestration potential of' forest land. Tlae Do~~~lr , lcan Republic has also adopted a law that \i I I 1  
allon it to create incentives for nlanaging forests for environnlental services such as c:irbon 
sequestration. Tbc list of otlaer jurisdictions that haate considered or adopted some sorts of lo1 c\ t -  

related climate laws includes the European LTjli011, the Canada pro\iince of Alberta, Peru. Spain 
and Denmark (Rosenbaum et al., 2004). 

Other legal measures could center on forest use and m a n a g e ~ i ~ e ~ ~ t .  Forest use and nlanagernent 
could be regulated by speciiling permissible ioggillg techniques, prompt reforestation of 
harvested or otllerwise denuded areas, and setting minimum stocking levels for inlinature stands 
and 11ainimum harvest ages for 111atured stands. 
On the econor~~ic front, forest use as sinks could be pronloted tl~rough subsidies. These may be 
payments, goods or services given to forest ov, ners to pro~liote nlanage~nent for maximal carbon 
sequestratioli- for example, rewarding owners for e\;tendi~~g rotations or reforesting with species 
that fix particularly high aniounts of carboa. The snhsidies could also be ill the forill of enhanced 
governnlent acqulsiiion and management of lands for cai hon sequestratiotl, or of partial interests 
in lands. Goverilnllellts could 21:;~ spend ilzoney on better en~orcemen? of geneial forest protection 
laws or 011 promoting the tcildirig of young stands f o ~  better g1-owt11 and higher stability. 
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Go\ crnn~ent co~ild also pronlote forest carbon sequestration using infornlal mechanisins. These 
31~lr1cii. ~nl'orrning landowners about inanageizlent options and advantages through specialized 

tctision szr\rices. guiding manufacturers and consumers of forest products on ways to reduce 
,:,ii.. oei tifying the success of private sequestration efforts, offering help in forest planning to 

,. lii4:der GI I ( i  impacts and promoting research on forest managei1lent for carbon sequestration. 

13i,lii.ie\ to Alitigate Climate Change Within the Forest Sector 
1 c)iinii 1es ii,l\ 2 ii~fferent types of pol~cy levers available to enhance carbon sequestration in forest 
I ~ I C O ~ I ~ ~ I ~ S  I ilt '  p o t ~ ' i ~ t ~ ~ l l  approaches according to Sohngen and Beach (2006) can be categorized 
into  ~ I I I L ~ .  grnei,~l I:, pes of programs: (1) project-based approaches that coilsider only individual 
CLU b o i ~  1'1 t>jecrs In ~ndividual areas. (3) comprel~ensive approaches that treat all forests as possible 
t '~l l iz . ;~i>rl  sources. and (3) indirect approaches aimed at creating systenlatic change in the forestry 
:~nci l,ind-tising sector Each is described below. 

liro jcrt-43asecl Approaches 
!'!I[ - i: - .  tic oi'approacl1 considers the forest sector as an offset for otller sectors that have caps on 
i ; I  I ( ;  cn;lssions in place. For instance, energy-producing sectors wit11 emission caps could 
J;.\ el017 projects (e.2.. afforestation, reforestation, improved management) in specific forests to 
tncl rase the overall quantity of carbon sequestered on those sites. Alternatively, the sectors that 
Ila\ t: caps can purchase offsets from project developers and credit those against their emissions. 
l i \ o  established carbon markets that allow ibrestsy credits to be used as offsets following the 
prqicct-based approach are the Australian New South Wales carbon marltet and the United States 
Chicago Cliillate Change carbon market (though purely voluntary). 

Comprehensive Approaches 
This approach treats the forestl-~ sector like other sectors as a potential emission source. An) 
Increase in the overall carbon stock within the country's boundary from period to period would 
result in net credits, while any reduction would result in additional emissions that must be counted 
under the country's overall cap. Within the context o f a  comprehensive approach, a country can use 
a range of policies (or a combination of policies) to sequester carbon or reduce emissions, 
including taxes on emissions from individual forests when they occur, subsidies on sequestration, 
or caps for individual landowners. The use of these policies would suggest that landowners retain 
the rights to the carbon embodied on the land, Alternatively, countries may nationalize all of the 
carbon embodied in forests and design prograins to increase carbon in the forests through subsidy 
payments for related practices, such as reforestation, afforestation, improved forest management, 
and taxes on speciiic types ofproducts with a short shelflife. 

The general idea of the comprehensive programs is that countries would treat emissions from 
forestry at the national level no differently than tliey treat eniissions froill other sources. As a 
consequence, they would also treat net national sequestration as an offset for emissions from other 
sources. The comprehensive approach would require a substantive investment in inventory data 
collection over a large proportion of the landscape and, tl~us, has not been widely considered in the 
policy realm. 
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I t~tlirect Approaches 
I he use of project-based approaches designed to generate carbon credits as a GH( rn 
<lcti\ ity does not preclucle government provision of carbon sequestratiolz on lands the‘ $ 1 1  , c or 
o\vn or 011 prix~atcly owned land. Many co~uitries have prograllls a111led at altering spcc ' ,3,-, OS 
I , L I I ~  uscs. For instance, the U.S go\rernment pays soille farillers to set aside fhn.i> ( , i  i 1 . 1 7 r n  

productloll to improve habitat or streamside vegetation. These pro-jects may impso\ c .,I, i 1, 

those sltes and, therefore, also be marketable as carbon credits. The rules could be nrittci i 

~ndividual la~ldowners to sell the carbon credits on this land. 

111 additioil, the United States and Europe subsidize certain types of agricultural p~cl i i i i~ . \  ( 1 ,  

products and potentially illcrease tlie area of agricultural land devoted to those practices or 
products re1atix.e IL; ivllat it ~vould otberw;ae be. By altering these programs, the United States and 
Europe could alter the carbon in their lalid base. For example, traditional agricultural commodltj 
pi-ograms could bu ,ic$justed to provide additional incentives for crops that afe le~lost suitable to 
conser\ration tillage. It is inlportant to recognize that go\rer~~ments can, and may, tiy to iililue~lce 
carbon outcomes tl~rough policies that are not even directly related to carbon. 

Coilclusion 
Althougll tropical Africa's co~itributjon to global carbon elilissions is small. its role in a global 
carhon abatement stratcgy is importa~lt. The \vorld's remaining pri11m-y forests. particularly tliose 
In the tropics, represent huge banks of sequestered carbon. The protection of these forests that 
cttllerwlse \vould be degraded therefore. presents an opportunity to illinlediately impact carbon 
Ilon s. The avoidance and nlitigation of carboll releases ii-om these banks provides the quic1,est. 
l'oi cstiy-based opportunity to slow the accuniulation of carbon dioxide. tlie ~llost i~llportant GIHG 
rnto the atmosphere. While it is inevitable that cnergy consumpt~on and carbon emissions \ \ i l l  
iilcl ease as tropical Africa de\ elops, many of the measures discussed in this paper are available to 
count~ies in the region at low cost and with ester~ial donor support. To esploit these opportunities. 
the countries of Africa must develop strong legional and national initiatives. Human capacity 
$c\ clop~llent in iliiproxwl forest management such as Reduced Impact Logging (RIL) is important. 
so nlso is the nced to understand fully greenhouse phenomena and related issues. A regional 
a p p r ~ a d l  is an important presequisite for successful mobrlization of local capital and tecllnological 
capabil~ties. 
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